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Identification and Classification of Industrial Plastic
Waste Using Deep Learning Models

Tarunveer Subhash Shetty
x19238754

1 Introduction

This document will list the hardware and software platforms on which the research was
conducted. The best effort has been made to list down the setup and execution steps
undertaken in a logical sequence that can be easily repeatable. In this research, three
models were built for the classification of plastic waste using python. These models were
then compared to find the best working model and compared with the state-of-the-art
models.

2 System Cofiguration

This section will list down the hardware configuration of the system and the software
setup that helped in meeting the research goals.

2.1 Hardware Cofiguration

A personal computing device was used for the research work and the configuration of the
system is shown below in Table 1:

Table 1: Hardware Configuration

Hardware Configuration
System Dell Inspiron-7572
System Type 64 bit
RAM 8 GB
Graphics GeForce MX150
SSD Memory 128 GB
HD Memory 1 TB
Processor Intel i5-8250 U

2.2 Software Configuration

The software setup including the operating system and environment setup have been
listed in this section.

The operating system details are listed in Table 2:
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Table 2: Operating System

Specification Value
Edition Windows 10 Home Single Language
Version 20H2
OS Build 19042.1348

For this research due to limited system resource availability, Google Colab was picked
as the choice of platform for building the python code. The Colab platform just requires
a standard browser to open and access. The browser used for this research was Google
Chrome as it provides support to the Colab platform with high integration capability due
to the availability of extensions on the browser. The version of Chrome in use is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Browser Specification

2.3 Google Colab Configuration

The following steps need to be followed for opening a Google Colab notebook as shown
in Carneiro et al. (2018) to run python:

• First you would need a active google account

• Go to https://colab.research.google.com/?utm source=scs-index

• Sign in using your google account credentials. You should be able to view the
following page as shown in Figure 2

• From here you can start building your python code by opening a new notebook
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Figure 2: Google Colab

2.4 Google Colab Cloud Configuration

The environment hosted by Google Colab has limitations on the resource utilization when
executing the python codes. This was leading to delays in the code execution times. To
overcome this a google cloud instance had to be setup with high resource configuration
to power the Google Colab notebooks. The steps to be followed for the Google Cloud
VM instance setup as shown in Bisong (2019) have been listed below:

• First you would need a active google account

• Go to https://cloud.google.com/

• Sign in using your google account credentials. You should be able to view the
following page as shown in Figure 3

• Go to the console page

• In the search box, search for ”Colab”

• Go to Colab and launch it as show in Figure 4

• Make a selection of the machine type and deploy a Colab instance. The details of
the configuration used for the research are tabulated below in Table 3

Table 3: Instance Configuration

Instance Setting Configuration
Machine Type n1-highmem-2
CPU Intel Haswell
GPU Nvidia Tesla T4
SSD Memory 200 GB
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• Deploy the instance and keep it running

• Go to Google Colab and connect the notebook to GCE VM instance and provide
the details of the Colab VM instance created. This allows the Colab notebook to
access the high computational power of the Google Cloud VM

Figure 3: Google Cloud Homepage

Figure 4: Google Cloud-Colab Launch
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3 Project Implementation

3.1 Data Collection

The WaDaBa dataset by J. Bobulski (2018), has been used in the research and data was
downloaded from the official WaDaBa website 1. The dataset is of 4 GB and is available
to be downloaded. The download is available for 20 sets of images with images types
evenly divided in each set.

Figure 5: WaDaBa Database

3.2 Data Preparation

The image files present in the WaDaBa database are not annotated, labelled or classified
in separate folders. There was need to manually label the image files by understanding
the naming convention followed for each plastic type. The manual annotation of the files
was performed on Roboflow online tool 2.

1
WaDaBa plastic database: http://wadaba.pcz.pl/

2
Roboflow: https://app.roboflow.com/login
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Figure 6: Roboflow Annotation

. The tool helps with several annotation features, after annotations the files are
available to download in the desired format as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Roboflow Dataset

3.3 Data Preprocessing

The data splitting and augmentation have been performed in the Roboflow app. The
dataset has to be split into train and test set for efficient model training and testing.
Roboflow also offers a set of augmentation functionalities on the images. The dataset is
later downloaded in the MultiClass Classification format which offers the data categorized
into different folders based on the type of plastic as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Roboflow Dataset Export

3.4 Model Building

Python is our base for building the code and all models in the research will be built in
python. Python needs to import certain packages and install them before the models can
be initialized as the model definition needs to be imported from the different libraries.
The major libraries that need to be installed and imported have been listed below:

• Numpy- Used to create objects like arrays, matrices that support mathematical
computations for the models

• Pandas- Used to create objects like series, dataframes that support data cleansing
and analysis for the models

• Keras- Used to import the objects like model, layers, metrics, applications, and so
on

• TensorFlow- Used to import the objects like models, layers, metrics, optimizers,
applications, callbacks and so on

3.5 Model Evaluation and Visualizations

The models built are trained and tested with the train and test data split. The comparison
of the models is necessary to conclude with the best results. There libraries that offer
great power in terms of visualizations and evaluations. The major libraries that need to
be installed and imported have been listed below:

• sklearn- Used to import objects like confusion matrix and classification report

• matplotlib- Used to import plot packages that offers plotting features that help in
visualizing the results
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